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FORMANT UNDERSHOOT IN CLEAR AND CITATION-FORM 
SPEECH: A SECOND PROGRESS REPORT * 
Seung-Jae Moon and Bjorn Lindblom 
Dept. of Linguistics, University of Austin at Texas 

GOALS 
Our general goal is to focus on a significant but so far incompletely studied source of 

variability in speech signals: the degree of reduction or elaboration exhibited by pho- 
netic forms as a result of under- or overarticulation. At this stage, we make the simpli- 
fying assumption that such transformations are essentially continuous and one-dimen- 
sional and therefore refer to them as variation along a kypolhypei- dinletision, or H&H 
dimension.** 

We are currently collecting acoustic data on the transformations that American En- 
glish words undergo as a function of systematic variations of under- and overarticula- 
tion and trying to identify numerical rules that define such H&H transforms. 

The present project is pursued in collaboration with Engstrand, Krull, and Lindgren 
of Stockholm University whose research on speech transfonns in Swedish is closely 
related to our own efforts. 

This is a second report on our "clear speech" project. A description of some earlier 
results is found in Lindblom & Moon (1988). The present account differs in that data 
from more subjects are now available. 

ELICITATION OF SPEECH SAMPLES 
The data to be described in the present report were obtained by recording the test words 
in basically two ways: 

(i) by telling subjects to read lists of randomized words at co~rlfortable vocal ef- 
forts and speaking tempos (citation-fonn speech, CF) and 

(ii) by having them read the same words once more with an explicit instruction to 
"overarticulate and to speak as clearly as possible as when communicating with 
a non-native listener" (clear speech, CS). 

In the future we intend to supplement the present database by eliciting samples of 
clear speech by controlling the experimental circumstances rather than by explicitly 
asking subjects to speak more clearly. An example of such an indirect approach would 
be speaking under noisy conditions (Clark, Lubker, & Hunnicutt 1987; Chen, Zue, 
Picheny, Durlach, & Braida, 1983; Summers, Pisoni, Bemacki, Pedow, & Stokes, 
1988) or speaking to a listener with reduced comprehension due to a hearing loss or a 
limited command of the language spoken. Also. we are now set up t o  run experiments 
designed to compare the intelligibility of CF ant1 CS fortns as a f r r n c . f i o t ~  of :I systemati- 
cally varied signal-to-noise-ratio. These tests will he dcscrihetl i l l  a t u l r l t  t* te1x't-t . 

* This research is supported by funds from an Advanced Research Program Grant awarded 
by the Texas Board of Coordination. 

** As we learn more we may have to revise this terminology. For a preliminary discussion of 
discontinuous aspects of speech transfonns see Engslrand & Krull in Perilus VII (1988). 



SPEECH MATERIALS 
In designing the speech samples we aimed at being able to compare CF and CS speech 
with respect to presertce and degree of duratiorl-dependettt rrnderslzoot. 

To obtain evidence providing maxunally sensitive, acoustic indications of articula- 
tory undershoot we chose vowels and consonants in such a way that as large as possible 
'locus-to-target' distances were obtained. This led us to favor front vowels in a /w-l/ 
environment. 

In view of the controversy surrounding the question whether stress and/or duration is 
the main determinant of undershoot we decided to use only test vowels carrying lexical 
main stress. 

Vowel duration was systematically varied over a fairly large range by use of the so- 
called 'word-length effect', that is by varying the number of syllables per word. 

The test words chosen are: 

wheel wheeling Wheelingham 
will willing Willingham 
well welling Wellingby 
wail wailing Wailingby 

Words of this type were read by five male speakers of American English with normal 
speech and hearing and with dialects approaching General American English. The lists 
contained five repetitions of each item. 

For each subject we also obtained five repetitions of each vowel in a /h-d/ frame. The 
vowels in this context will be labelled null-context tokens (NC). 

SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS 
The data presented in this report were obtained from three speakers. (Data from the re- 
maining speaker will be included in a future report.) In view of the limited space avail- 
able we must confine our summary to some general observations. 

The results from the present three speakers are compatible with those presented from 
a single speaker in the previous report in that all speakers exhibit duration-dependent 
undershoot phenomena. However, the degree of undershoot varies according to several 
factors. According to our data, the u~lclershoot phenomenon is vowel-specific. Tense 
vowels seem to show more resistance to unclershoot, while lax vowels exhibit a higher 
degree of undershoot. 

Also, the data indicate that the degree of undershoot is talker-specific. Some talkers 
show very strong undershoot effects overall whereas others show less. This difference 
may perhaps be attributed to how clearly the individual speakers spoke the citation-form 
lists. Our data seem to indicate that CF tokens from some speakers may have beer1 pro- 
duced in a rather over-articulated manner. 

The present data confirm the finding from the previous report that the t1eg1t.e of uri- 
dershoot also varies with speaking style. Fonnalt frequency lneasureliiellts of clear 
speech are much closer to the null context reference values than the citation-fonn sun- 
ples are. This observation is quite evident from Fig. I.  In these F2Fl  charts (one for 
each speaker) the average of the null-context values are presented along with averages 
for the measurements from the trisyllabic words. The CF and CS samples cat1 be com- 
pared for each vowel and speaker. (The figu~e i~icludes the result of speaker W whose 
data were presented in the previous report.) As expected, trisyllabic words were found 
to show the greatest amount of undershoot owirig to the shortest vowel length. It can be 
seen that, in all speakers, the CS tokens are closer to the NC tokens without exception. 



The present findings support the previous conclusion that clear speech involves an 
active reorganization of phonetic gestures, not merely a better signal-to-noise-ratio. We 
also see that, although different speakers produce slightly differing patterns of under- 
shoot, they have in comnon that they make clear speech fonnant pattems more similar 
to the null context reference patterns. 

Although these results have interesting implications we shall postpone their discus- 
sion to a subsequent report. 
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